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HTL_CTL_Table: Results of the ProPred 1 and ProPred for selected antigens. All the highest scorer CTL 
and HTL epitope sequences are selected at threshold 4% for ProPred 1 with proteasome filter at 5% & 
1% for ProPred. Binding affinity (IC50 value) from MHCPred server are also given. 
 
                               ProPred1                                ProPred 
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NMB1961  KKTAYAFLL 
YAFLLLIGF 
YRKVAPKPV 
SFGSNILRL 
TTFGLGGLI 
GIPDNKNTL 
SAVSTREGL 
2 
6 
55 
79 
103 
118 
183 
15995.58 
17298.16 
11668.10 
207491.35 
5688.53 
26001.60 
89949.76 
6 
12 
7 
7 
9 
11 
15 
FLLLIGFAS 
VAPKPVRAG 
VVSFGSNIL 
LRLDIKRAS 
IVFRTPVGR 
LYMKVRARQ 
IDIDELVES 
8 
58 
77 
85 
168 
212 
233 
6.89 
4064.43 
445.66 
20.18 
23.39 
52.84 
6.97 
10 
5 
13 
23 
8 
20 
5 
tbpB 
NMB0460 
AAMVLPVFL 
ESDWEATGL 
GEELGFRFL 
TTVLDAVEL 
KLGDKFVQK 
9 
85 
345 
402 
411 
1000.00 
1866.38 
477.53 
65614.53 
4216.97 
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8 
8 
10 
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MRLKRRNWY 
FYKHAKREF 
IFYHGKEPS 
FVSDSSSLS 
LVVDGIMIP 
YGMLTRKNS 
IVYRGSWYG 
VVFGAKRQQ 
65 
160 
185 
329 
429 
515 
565 
701 
20.94 
1.74 
34.20 
1.47 
50.00 
3.24 
134.28 
511.68 
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11 
16 
12 
8 
19 
9 
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